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With all its slender, land-starved buildings, you’d think Dubai 
was in danger of running out of land but, with The Icon Hotel, 
Dubai finally has a building with girth – thank you Atkins! 
Dubai must be saving its land for something we don’t yet 
know about for The Icon Hotel stands at the end of 21,000   m2 
of reclaimed land – this time called Dubai Promenade and 
accounting for 2.3   km of the 1,600   km of coastline planned 
to be added to the original 72. For the first time ever, 
this land even looks like a natural peninsula – albeit one 
inexplicably ignored until now. Dubai must be chilling out.

ELEMENTAL GEOMETRY

Dubai Promenade extends from the last oceanside plot 
at Dubai Marina, the largest man-made marina in the 
world and home to many residential, commercial and 
hotel developments by the same developer, Nakheel. 
Linking into established water, road, pedestrian and 
urban networks, it is the culmination of them all, and 
the finale for the entire Dubai Marina development. 
Possibly continuing the grand designing we’ve come to 
expect, Dubai Peninsula is symmetrical with Burj Al Arab, 
also by Atkins, on the other side of Palm Jumeirah. 

Atkins goes back to first principles to create Dubai’s most original hotel.

THE ICON HOTEL 
ARCHITECT
HUSSAM ADBULGHANY, ATKINSGLOBAL, DUBAI

City break: The Icon Hotel turns away from the geometry of the city and towards the poetry of the sea  
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In 1998, Burj Al Arab appeared like a luxury liner off the 
coast of Dubai, establishing it as a destination. Palm Jumeirah 
followed over 2001~2006 and now comes The Icon Hotel. 
Rather than rising from the ocean to address the city or coast, 
it turns away from it all – even the new, loosely arranged 
neighbouring buildings that actually have some space (and 
plants!) between them. It simply sits, addressing the sea and 
the setting sun. This is not what we’ve come to expect. 

The building itself may point to sea but all its accommodation 
(for it is, after all, a hotel) has views over water to either 
Palm Jumeirah to the north, Dubai Marina to the south or 
both, reflecting the growing awareness that the view of 
Dubai itself is something to experience. The Icon Hotel 
gives a lot back to that view as its generous directionality of 
shape makes it a satisfying and useful landmark, telling you 
not just where it is but where you are with respect to it. 
Approaching it along Dubai Promenade, slightly off-axis, it 
hints at more to come. Closer, it presents unique views to 
visitors, guests and others looking up from the beach below. 

Inside, The Icon Hotel maintains its unique legibility, for 
even when not looking across or up or down and back at 
it, some double curvature always permits its size and shape 
to be deduced and, because of that, one’s position within it. 
This is generally a good thing – as it is on a ship – but, in a 
hotel, even a conceptual awareness of other people lessens 
the exclusivity of presidential suites. The Icon Hotel locates 
these halfway up the building where the tangent is vertical 
and this awareness least. Rather than the exclusivity  height 
brings, this is where they are closest to the most sea.

We know The Icon Hotel is meant to appear as something 
rolled, however improbably, ashore by the sea for two 
wave-like buildings flanking it tell us so. It may well have 
been, for it looks like nothing else along the coast of Dubai 
or anywhere else. Despite that, it’s a shape we all know – a 
torus – the only other non-polyhedra geometric primitive. 

Around since the time of Plato, it’s a shape that just is. It 
doesn’t represent, resonate, indicate or intend. The Icon 
Hotel’s audacity as a shape comes from a torus being 
realised as a building rather than in any hyperinventive 
shapeism. Some will think it banal because of this but 
others will think it’s precisely that which makes it original. 
There is many an aesthetic disagreement to be had. 

Whatever The Icon Hotel does or doesn’t do as a shape, 
it’s not been doing it for very long as water still spills from 
it, cascading three storeys over its restaurant walls, soaking 
its gardens, ponding around its base to create pools for 
swimming and relaxing, and flooding its lobby with reflected 
light and coolth. Water in the lake-like lobby water feature is 
chilled to 18°C, cooling the two-metre layer of air through 
which people move, leaving the temperature in the remaining 
volume to rise, and saving energy that would otherwise be 
used to condition it. The top floor restaurants also receive 
maximum solar radiation and displacement cooling is again 
used, this time in conjunction with intelligent sunscreening, 
and absorption chillers driven by solar trough collectors. 

Drop in the ocean: Dubai Promenade adds another 
2.3 km to Dubai’s coastline.

The Sky Restaurants
The Sky Apartments
Mechanical services

The Icon Hotel
116 deluxe rooms, 50 deluxe suites 
30 family suites, 5 speciality suites 
3 Presidential suites

The Icon Apartments
171 freehold/short-term stay  
serviced apartments

The Wave Apartments
94 branded freehold/long-term 
serviced apartments 

The Sky Lifts

The Podium
four levels including  
terrace, public corridor, lobbies, restaurants,  
retail, ballrooms, and parking and service areas fronted by leisure

The Lobby
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Plan of the 25th floor, five below where the “towers” join again.

CIty break: The Icon Hotel leaves behind the confines of the city.

Keeping the sun off a building is always a good idea in sunny 
climes and The Icon Hotel is aligned so the high Dubai 
sun passes almost directly overhead in midsummer. Deep 
balconies shelter all rooms and only minimal auxiliary 
shading is required for the inner side and for the south side 
in winter. Moveable sunscreens and materials with low heat 
retention extend the balconies’ useable period further into 
the summer months. Heat pumps warm swimming pools 
during winter when the mean temperature between 7  am 
and midnight drops below 24°C, and cool them during 
summer when the mean temperature for those hours is 
over 38°C. The required cooling capacity for The Icon 
Hotel development is approx. 15,600 kW (4430 TR).

That for the accommodation is provided as local cooling 
since high levels of humidity render chilled beams and 
other passive systems either inadequate or prone to 
condensation. What’s more, generally high levels of dust 
and the occasional sandstorm render natural ventilation 
or mixed-mode air conditioning impractical. This all 
means that outdoor air air-handling units are necessary to 
filter, temper and dehumidify outdoor air and supply it to 
occupied zones. These OA-AHU comprise inlet dampers, 
panel and bag filters, thermal heat recovery wheels, cooling 
coils, heat pipes and reheaters, and supply and extract 
fans. Treated air is supplied into each zone through low 
velocity ductwork and constant air volume dampers. 

Beach front: The 280m private beach is the conceptual origin for The Icon Hotel development.
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Buildings combining hotel and apartments are becoming 
mainstream again. The Icon Hotel accommodates this 
easily with all lobby functions organised onto platforms 
arranged like giant water-lily leaves on the 30   cm deep 
lobby pond. These unobtrusively split the lobby into 
hotel and apartment zones and guide people to the lifts. 
From there up, it’s a building of two towers joining at the 
31 st floor. Floors 32   and 33   house plant, transfer ducting 
for services and passages linking stairwells above and 
below. Floors 34 through 38 are the Sky Apartments 
and the top floor, the 39   th, has the Sky Restaurants. 
Dubai has no lack of high places for people to eat or 
live but, for the truly acrophilic, the four aptly-named 
Sky Lifts clear the six floors of the lobby and then 
traverse 20 floors of void to reach the Sky Restaurant 
and Apartments above. And yes, they’re glass. Very 
Bond. For restaurant visitors this is a 360° space-and-
view-in-motion experience to write home about but 
for the Sky Apartment dwellers it’s the way home.

The Icon Hotel is 143   m high and 150   m wide with an 85   m 
diameter ‘hole’ or, in torus terms, a 15   m radius circle is 
revolved around a 72.5   m radius circle. The integrity of 
shape produced by this elemental geometry discourages 
speculation as to what keeps it that way in the real world.  

The structure could easily be complex, but isn’t.  
Two parallel horseshoe-shaped walls form the primary 
structure and floor slabs cantilever from this to form 
the deep balconies that form the toroid we perceive. 
These balconies also allow internal layouts to be 
rationalised within the structure, with lateral stability 
provided by cross walls and the two cores. The Icon 
Hotel is invertebrate – it doesn’t wear its structure 
on its sleeve. Foregoing the bravura expression of 
every building’s internal agenda to stay upright, The 
Icon Hotel’s structural quiet is one of repose. 

Nevertheless, a tension remains and it comes not from 
The Icon Hotel being designed as a torus but from the 
very nature of one. The defining plane of revolution 
describing the solid is visually stronger than the defining 
axis of revolution that is always an imaginary line through 
a void. This is why most of the time we see The Icon 
Hotel as pointing to sea. The other times, it can be seen 
to be facing the city but not for long and, in the end, such 
momentary wavering only serves to emphasise the power 
of Nature’s draw. Hopefully, such eloquent commentary 
on the fundamental relationship of a building to Nature 
represents the start of something new for Dubai. 

Show us more.  GM

For something never attempted before, the various zones organise themselves naturally within the torus.


